Comparison of non-coplanar and coplanar irradiation techniques to treat cancer of the pancreas.
We compared two different techniques of pancreatic irradiation using measures associated with normal tissue complications. Seven consecutive patients with pancreatic cancer were planned for both coplanar and non-coplanar (NCP) external beam radiation treatments, using the same defined anatomical volumes for each patient, in each case. Each pair of plans was then compared using a range of objective criteria. Individual normal tissues were assessed against traditional tolerance limits. Selected dose-points, normal tissue complication probability (NTCP) and equivalent uniform doses (EUD) were also compared, as were indices combining information from individual tissues - total NTCP and total weighted EUD. All individual normal tissues doses were within established tolerance limits. For NCP relative to coplanar planning, NTCP and EUD were lower for all individual tissues in four cases and one case, respectively, i.e. in most cases a benefit to one tissue was offset by detriment to others. Summary measures demonstrated overall benefits for NCP techniques, with the total NTCP in six patients, and with the total weighted EUD in all patients. NCP techniques show potentially useful benefits. We present a new objective measure, the total weighted EUD, which may be particularly useful comparing plans where there are multiple critical tissues.